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In Grateful Memory

The Phoenix staff joins the nation in mourning the loss of a man who dedicated the use of all his exceptional and varied talents to the welfare of his people.

President Roosevelt belongs to those of whom Liehburg, viewing the future as a human challenge, says, "It always make me sad when a man of talent dies, for the world has greater need of him than Heaven."

In his youth, as editor of the Harvard college paper, he used his journalistic ability to champion the cause of the underprivileged student.

As governor of New York, his legal acumen became the means of freeing the state of political corruption.

After a while, realizing that their pre-arranged marriage was not what they desired, they decide to separate.

In a picturesque garden park, two young lovers fall in love. Filled with joy at finding that their courtship and marriage have been approved by the heart of the young hero, Percinnet, played by Mary Jo Bearly, the two scheming fathers, Benjamin and Pasquinit,Beatrice Hynes, chairman of the Victory Committee.

These citations were presented after a scrapbook report had been submitted to the College Unit of the War Finance Division. Previous letters from the unit had commended the school upon special debt contests and suggestions.

Sister Mary Esther is faculty advisor of the college war effort.

Pin Ceremony Makes Class History

Lined up for a camera record of a big event are the sophomores, just before the class banquet Apr. 12.

The Student Athletic association will test its wings on Thursday, May 17, when it sponsors its first major undertaking, a field day and winner reception.
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The emphasis is on the organization and cornucopia of sports.

According to the constitution of the Delta Epsilon Sigma, students elected to the honor society must obtain an average of at least "B" or its honor equivalency.
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Gold Star in Nation's Flag

America is sad. At the top of her honor roll is one Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who died in the services of his country. Believing in the freedom-loving peoples, he reported to duty in March, 1932. He acquitted himself of his duty in the face of danger.

Don't Let George Do It

If you're in the market for a new motto we suggest:

"We're glad to present your new FIORETTI!!"

Baroness Staffs Friendship House

"The land of muggings and murders and bad gossip and microbes, the neighborhood that no white woman could invade, that quote Edith Dorothy, is Harlem, New York, to the general public. It is not so to a white woman who lives there in the midst of half a million Negroes, crowded into fifty city squares, and loves it.

Baroness Catherine de Borch, once a member of the Russian nobility, is a calm, sweet person in wretched tenement; her clothing, off rag.

Called 'Madonna'

Every waking moment she is busy working the bit of the Negro, "Madonna of Harlem" is her title.

Friendship House in Harlem, the third such relief center established in the country, and the first in the United States, was established in St. Valentine's day, 1938. The establishment of the foundress's moving into an empty tenement room, having as sole possessions a typewriter and three dollars.

Delinquency Decreases

Today the "house" counts among its annexes five converted tenements, as care of some 300 children. The decrease in juvenile delinquency alone, a 44 per cent of the fruitfulness of this work. Cooperative, credit unions, study and social clubs have been organized.

Volunteers, practically all college graduates, have given up good jobs to work in Friendship House. "They come to tell stories to the children, to teach them music, or journalism, or banking, or typing. They come to scrub floors, to paint dingy kitchens, to sweep empty pantries, to give dolls and sailor dolls are well represented.

The dormitory menagerie harbors a penguin, a monkey, a Coli- leen, Scottie dog, pig, and a hybrid which serves not only as a decoration but also as an autograph collector.

"Glad We Joined" Delegates Agree

"We're glad we belonged" was the consensus of opinion as sixteen Maritans returned from the Americana day meeting of the Chicago Area National Catholic Educational association's conference on inter-American affairs.

Registration for the convention held at St. Xavier College, Chicago, was represented from two universities and twelve colleges. Delegates totaled 227. Speaking on the program were students of St. Xavier College Loyola University, Rosary College, and Mundelein College; all in Chicago, Notre Dame University, St. Francis College, Fort Wayne, and Marian College.

Officers of the area, elected at the business meeting, are: president, Roll, Holtz, Loyola University; vice-president, Jeannine Roberts, St. Mary's College, Holy Cross; recording secretary, Ebelle Dignon, Mundelein College; and corresponding secretary, Luis Roloff, Notre Dame University.

To say what is right and not to do it was want of courage—Confucius.

Students Evaluate...

Continued From Page 1


Great is the victory which is obtained without blood—Spanish proverb.

legal, medical, in spiritual advice, to bury the deceased.

The Baroness needs them all in her struggle to secure for the Negro full justice in the exercise of his rights.

In 1943 the Baroness was married to Eldie Dargon, a Catholic newspaper man and writer, from whose fascinating account at St. Anthony Women's. April, 1944, many of the details of this article are drawn. (Submitted as a C.S.C.U. Study club public achievement).

Gingham Dog, Calico Cat Extinct

Survey of Rooms, Dorms Reveals

The gingham dog and the calico cat are practically extinct species. A recent examination of dorms and residence halls revealed.

"This was not done by accident."

SUGAR FROSTING

Dressed in chocolate brown and bon bon pink, everyone says she is sweetest of all village maid. Even children, gathered round, to help finish the struggle. The easiest way, they are asked to give, in order to help finish the struggle. The easiest way, it may be said, but it's still a long way off.

"The fact that students of Marian College offer candles and prayer to Madeline Sgr, on the death of her brother, Cpl. Joseph Sgro, Jr."
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Mary, Our Patroness

In these days of important decisions our minds and hearts turn instinctively to the Mother of God. Is she not the "seat of wisdom?", the "mother of good counsel?", the "mother of all mankind?"

The fate of nations—her children—is being determined for years to come in this land sword to bar, in the city of St. Frances Xavier Assisi, one of her greatest clients. Our place is not, literally, at the Conference tables; yet, as citizens of this country, as Catholic College students, followers of Mary and of St. Francis, we have a special duty to contribute to the successful outcome of its deliberations—the realization of a just and lasting peace.

What shall we contribute? Thoughtful, personal influence? Yes, but more, prayer for supernatural light and strength for the delegates.

No prayer is more of being heard than the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass offered through Mary.
Novel Delineates Mary of Magdala
A restless, baffling girl was this Mary, Rebecca's niece. Few of the visitors to the inn knew the tragedy which was the cause of her withdrawal but all realized the lure of her dancing, elusive eyes, and realized too that she would one day grow into a beautiful, unobtainable woman.

It was through Tyre who first paid tribute to the girl's beauty and placed around her neck a string of imitation pearls, the first of many necklaces to adorn her snowy throat.

But it was a different Phares from Tyre who discovered Mary's true beauty, unobtainable woman. She would one day grow into a beautiful creature, a penetrating philosophy, clever and wise, a discovery of peace, a story which is soothing to the bewildered, war-weary world.

A Pontifical missionary society, it is the only American organization of priests, at present, devoting all of its energy and resources to the welfare of the Negroes in the United States.

It is a story interspersed with a penetrating philosophy, cleverly embodied in the verse, keen remarks of the characters. It is a story of one woman's search and discovery of peace, a story which is soothing to the bewildered, apathetic, war-weary world.

Federation Officers Meet New Director
The Rev. Stanley Berke, S.T.D., newly-appointed moderator of the Cincinnati region of the National Federation of Catholic College students during the meeting of the regional session held in April, was elected new moderator of the Federation.

Father Hoban is eminently overseas to supervise welfare of the Women’s Relief Service of the National Catholic Welfare Council in France.

The Phoenix-Abets Dramatic Department
In Presentation of Rostand Classic

The social hours of the Inter-American conference at Chicago organized an inter-change of artistic performances.

In the typical Martin spirit of cooperation, Maria Pinto sang “Cries April” by Longas and “Clavilés” by Valverde; Norma underwear contributed two popular songs, “Alouette” and “Together,” and Emma Gronler performed a typical Spanish dance.

At a dinner given at Ayes, Friday, April 13, for executors of the Matisteau foundation, Marguerite Bourget was privileged to hear Maria Beatrix, Metropolitan Opera contralto. Art class credits were growing more and more; Martina Galbis counts among her a charcoal sketch of Miss Bourget and a pastel portrait of Shemki McAndrews, completed this month.

The Indiana State unit of the National Catholic Music Educators association has asked Miss Kern as a part of a nationwide movement to give the Music Festival emphasizing church music. Combined with the annual spring rally, the festival will comprise three distinct events.

The social hour, beginning at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, will be followed by “Miss Cum Jubilo”—Gregorian, with piano, and organ will alternate.”
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School colors, blue and gold, were displayed in the decoration scheme at the sophomore dinner, held in the school cafeteria Tuesday evening, April 10. Vases of yellow roses stood on each table and a blue, diamond-shaped container was the centerpiece from which golden streamers ran to the individual table places.

As a toast to the sophomore class was given by Mary Jo Falvey, each member pulled her streamer and found at the end her class pin, a diamond-shaped pin, edged with ten pearls.

Bechtol, Jeanne Stiens, and Diana Magnus were: Rosemary Oldenburg, Ruth Gallagher, and Diana Magnus.

Diana Magnus, selected by joint vote of juniors and sophomores, Diana Magnus, '47, of Bedford, is heading the sophomore class for the occasion. Assisting her were: Rosemary Oldenburg, Ruth Bechtol, Jeanne Stiens, and Diana Magnus.

The picnic was unique in that it began and ended with adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, exposed for veneration and for special prayers for the success of the San Francisco conference.

The picnic was sponsored by the Science club, was general chairman, Lois Tenbieg, and Joan Baumer served on the food committee.

A long hike around the campus began and ended with adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, exposed for veneration and for special prayers for the success of the San Francisco conference.

The very welcome surveyor... Little boys taking advantage of spring vacation to fish in the lakes... Policemen insisting they're hunting for the corpse decl... Gym classes resorting to dodgeball... Tulips and lilac bushes... Softball practice... The biology class out on a nature jaunt... Transistors clashing through the back net that isn't there to chase a stray ball... Waders splashing under the "Wishing Bridge."

The death of our late president was indeed a shocking blow to all students. Profoundly moving are a letter and a pinned to his hat: "We'd like to take a few lines to express our appreciation to Mr. Brown not only for the recent film "Life with Father" but also for the many other pictures he has been kind enough to show us. We've enjoyed every one."

The juniors and seniors are having a picnic-hike on Ascension Thursday.